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Abstract
:Medical
image
enhancement
&
classification play an important role in medical research
area. To analyse the texture Computed Tomography
(CT) images of lungs are taken to find the values of
various parameters of texture. Mainly CT lung images
are classified into normal and abnormal category.
Classification of images depends on the features
extracted from the images. Proposed system focusing on
texture based features such as GLCM (Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix) feature plays an important role in
medical image analysis. Totally 12 different statistical
features & 7 shape features will be extracted. To select
the required features among them, use sequential
forward selection algorithm. Afterwards prefer
Bayesian classifier for the classification stage which
gives perfect classification..
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1.INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is considered to be the main
cause of cancer death worldwide, and it is difficult to
detect in its early stages because symptoms appear
only at advanced stages causing the mortality rate to
be the highest among all other types of cancer [1].
More people die because of lung cancer than any
other types of cancer such as: breast, colon, and
prostate cancers. There is significant evidence
indicating that the early detection of lung cancer will
decrease the mortality rate. The most recent estimates
according to the latest statistics provided by world
health organization indicates that around 7.6 million
deaths worldwide each year because of this type of
cancer. Furthermore, mortality from cancer are
expected to continue rising, to become around 17
million worldwide in 2030[1].The early detection of
lung cancer in its primary stage is a challenging
problem, due to the complicated structure of the
cancer cells, where most of the cells are overlapped
to each other. It is a computational procedure that
sort images into groups according to their
similarities. use Histogram Equalization for
preprocessing of the images and feature extraction
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process and multivariate multinomial Bayesian
classifier to check the state of a patient in its early
stage whether it is normal or abnormal. The manual
analysis of the sputum samples is a very time
consuming, inaccurate and requires well trained
person to avoid diagnostic errors. The quantitative
procedure is very helpful for earlier detection of lung
cancer. Experimental analysis will be made with
dataset to evaluate the performance of the different
classifiers. The performance is based on the correct
and incorrect classification of the classifier.
Preprocess the given test image for reducing
noise and to enhance the contrast by using Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE).
Afterwards, texture features will be extracted from
the test image using GLCM. In feature extraction
stage, statistical measurements will be calculated
from the gray level co-occurrence matrix for different
directions and distances. Among the various features
extracted select the distinct features that will be
utilized for classification purpose. For the selection
of features SFS (Sequential Forward Selection) is
used. Bayesian classifier is used to classify whether
the test image comes under normal or abnormal. The
proposed methodology consists of a set of stages
startingfrom collecting Lung CT images. The main
steps are shown below.

Input Image

Preprocessing
Feature Extraction
Classification
Result
Fig. 1: General Block diagram of LCD System
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Training
Set

Preprocessing has been done by using The Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
then texture features (GLCM) will be extracted from
the test image, By using sequential forward selection
feature subset is obtained and then processed towards
the Multivariate multinomial Bayesian classifier for
classification whether it is normal one or abnormal.
Same data sequence flow is used for the training set
of images into the left side of the architecture.

Test image

Preprocessing
(CLAHE)

Preprocessing
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Pre-processing of CT image for to Enhance the
Contrast

Feature
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Feature
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Bayesian
.
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Fig. 2: Main Block diagram of LCD System
The images obtained from CT scan machine
were in DICOM format. The commands of
MATLAB could not be used on them. Therefore, to
work on the images, they have been converted to
BMP format, so that they can easily be used in the
MATLAB environment.
Flow of the work is shown in above system
architecture, one test image is taken, as test image has
noise we have to preprocess the given test image for
reducing noise and to enhance the contrast.

The Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE) is an improved version of
adaptive histogram equalization. The contrast
limited adaptive histogram equalization algorithm
partitions the images into contextual regions and
applies the histogram equalization to each one. This
evens out the distribution of used gray values and
thus makes hidden features of the image more
visible. The amount of contrast enhancement for
some intensity is directly proportional to the slope
of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) at
that intensity level. Hence contrast enhancement can
be limited by limiting the slope of the CDF. The
slope of CDF at a bin location is determined by
theheight of the histogram for that bin. Therefore the
height limitation of the histogram results in limiting
the slope of the CDF and hence the amount of
contrast enhancement
Feature Extraction
Various techniques can be use to extract features
from images. Here will use GLCM (Gray level cooccurrence matrix) for the texture feature extraction
form CT scan image.
Extraction of texture feature
Amongthe four approaches (Structural, Statistical,
model based and Transform) here will use Statistical
approach to texture analysis is the statistical
approach does not presume in term of primitive but
it draws on the general set of statistical tool. It is the
most widely used and more generally applied
method because of its high accuracy and less
computation time.
A gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) contains
information about the positions of pixels having
similar gray level values.
From the co-occurrence matrix obtained, we have to
extract the 12 different statistical features
1. Contrast 2. Sum of Squares, Variance
3. Correlation 4. Energy 5.Maximum Probability
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6. Dissimilarity
7. Autocorrelation
8.Inverse
different Moment 9.Entropy 10. Homogeneity
11. Cluster Prominence 12. Cluster Shade
Feature
selection(SFA):Feature
selection
algorithms are important to recognition and
classification systems because, if a feature space
with a large dimension is used, the performance of
the classifier will decrease with respect to execution
time and to recognition rate. The execution time
increases with the number of features because of the
measurement cost. The recognition rate can decrease
because of redundant features and of the fact that
small number of features can alleviate the course of
dimensionality when the training samples set is
limited, leading to overtraining. On the other hand, a
reduction in the number of features may lead to a
loss in the discrimination power and thereby lower
the accuracy of the recognition system.
In order to determine the bestfeature subset for some
criterion, some automatic feature selection
algorithm can be applied to the complete feature
space, varying the number of selected features from
1 to m. by Sequential Forward Selection algorithm
be select best features.
Feature Subset Matrix:It is a empty Matrix to store
Features from SFS. SFS performs best when the
optimal subset has a small number of features.
¬When the search is near the empty Set, a large
number of states can be potentially evaluated.
Towards the full set, the state space for 4 features is
shown. The main disadvantage of SFS is that it is
unable to remove features that become obsolete after
the addition of otherfeatures.
. Bayesian Classifier:
Bayesian to classify the input CT lung image into
normal and abnormal conditions.This technique
will help to get more accurate result. Any kind of
abnormalities can be classified, based on a
probabilistic model specification Features that
describe
data
instances
are
conditionally
independent given the classification hypothesis.
Multivariate multinomial distribution for discrete
data that fit assumes each individual feature follows
a multinomial model within a class. The parameters
for a feature include the probabilities of all possible
values that the corresponding feature can take.
Bays Rule is stated as follows,
P (h/d) = P (d/h) P (h) / P (d)
Understanding Baye’s rule
d= data
h= hypothesis (model)
-rearranging
P (h/d) P (d) = P (d/h) P (h)

P (d, h) = P (d, h)
The same joint probability on both sides.
RESULT
1.Take Data base:

Fig.3
2.

Take input i/p Test Image

.

Fig:4
3. Process the i/p image to get filtered o/p

Fig:5
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4. Apply CLAHE before & after filtering

Fig:9
6.

Fig:6
5.

Apply Bayesian Classifier to classify the
image is Normal or Abnnormal

Apply GLCM on Test image & filtered
image to extract 12 texture features & 7
Shape features

Fig:10

Fig:7

CONCLUSION
The work in this research involves using
Bayesian to classify the input which is CT lung
image into normal and abnormal conditions. This
kennel technique will help to get more accurate
result. Thus to achieve high accuracy among the 12
different statistical features contrast, Correlation,
Variance, Inverse different Moment, Cluster
Prominence and Cluster Shade these six are the most
efficient features to get accurate result we have to
extract all 12 features

Fig:8
.
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